
THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF THE N2 BROADENED HALF-WIDTHS OF H2OR. H. TIPPING, Department of Physis and Astronomy, University of Alabama, Tusaloosa, AL 35487;Q. MA, NASA/Goddard Institute for Spae Studies and Department of Applied Physis and Applied Math-ematis, Columbia University, 2880 Broadway, New York, NY 10025.For many appliations, in addition to aurate spetral line frequenies and intensities one needs aurate Lorentzian parameters (half-widths, pressure shifts, and their temperature dependenies). Beause of the importane of H2O in the Earth's atmosphere, extensiveompilations of these data are available in the HITRAN database. Reently, ab initio alulations have been arried out and databasesontaining tens of millions of line frequenies and intensities are available. Obviously, it is not possible to measure their Lorentzianparameters, and one must rely on theoretial alulations. For many years researhers have used the Robert-Bonamy (RB) formalism;however, we reently disovered a subtle error was made in their original derivation, and this modi�ation is not negligible for ertainsystems. In this theory the internal motions are treated quantum mehanially, while the translational motion is treated lassially. Inorder to ahieve the desired auray, one needs to use a realisti interation potential, and a realisti trajetory model for the translationalmotion. Beause of the large number of potential matrix elements appearing in the standard appliation of the RB theory, one is foredto introdue ut-offs that may limit the auray attainable. To obviate the neessity of low-order ut-offs and ahieve results for half-widths to the auray of the interation potential, we reently reformulated the theory using the oordinate representationa. In thepresent paper, we present results to study the effets of using different experimental half-width data to obtain the parameters in severalmodels for the interation potential, and the effets of different trajetory models for treating the relative motion. From our detailedanalysis, we are able to draw several onlusions that should help theorists to make hoies in order to ahieve realisti theoretialhalf-widths and to assess their auray.aQ. Ma, R. H. Tipping, and C. Boulet, J. Chem. Phys. 124, 014109 (2006).


